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Tower Head and Sheave Assembly Features



Rope Deflectors

To prevent the hauling rope from derailing to the 

inside of the sheave assembly, the sheave rockers 

are equipped with rope deflectors. These prevent the 

rope from falling inwards from the sheave.

The shape and position of the rope deflector is 

chosen so that the rope clamp does not get stuck 

when driving past. During normal operation, neither 

the rope clamp nor the hauling rope should touch the 

rope deflector when passing the sheave assembly.



Rope Catchers

The rope catchers are located on the outside of each 

sheave assembly. The purpose of the rope catcher 

is to catch a rope that has left the sheave to prevent 

the rope from falling.

In the event of a rope derailment, a rope clamp can 

run over the rope deflector without getting stuck. 

This is necessary because the ropeway does not 

stop immediately after a stop caused by derailment, 

but is braked in a controlled manner. During this 

braking process, a vehicle with a derailed rope can 

run over the sheave assembly



Break Fork Switches

Each sheave assembly is equipped with break fork 

switches that report the derailment of a hauling rope. 

If a hauling rope derails, the sheave rocker is 

unbalanced and a mechanical bracket breaks a 

metal bar through which a test current flows in 

normal operating mode. If the current is interrupted, 

this interruption triggers an automatic shutdown of 

the ropeway. This shutdown mechanism does not 

reset itself automatically.

After a break fork switch has been triggered, a 

specialist must check the situation on the tower and 

insert a new break fork switch in order to be able to 

put the ropeway back into operation. In an 

emergency situation, the break fork switches can be 

bypassed under specified conditions.



Sheaves with Rubber Inserts and Flanged Wheels

The multi-part sheave is not only exposed to vertical 

forces during the operation of the ropeway but also 

to lateral, horizontal forces. To the side of the rubber 

inserts there are flanged wheels made of steel that 

are flanged on both sides and that carry them so that 

the sheave can absorb these horizontal forces. As 

this is a very important function, the flanged wheels 

are made of high quality steel, which prevents 

component failure due to internal material defects.

In addition, all sheaves are equipped with a rubber 

insert, which on the one hand prevents mechanical 

contact with the rope and on the other hand 

cushions the forces that occur and enables the 

clamp to easily pass over the sheave.



Adjustable Suspension

The alignment of the sheave assembly is crucial for 

the safe and reliable operation of the ropeway. 

Incorrect alignment can cause excessive wear, 

twisting of the hauling rope and shutdowns, which 

can always lead to unnecessary operating situations. 

The adjustable suspension allows track width 

(distance from rope to rope) and the tracking to be 

adjusted. To adjust the tracking, the sheave 

assembly can be swiveled +/- 5 ° in the horizontal 

plane.



Shape of the Rockers

Another safety-relevant property of the sheave 

assembly is that it can be crossed by the clamp even 

if a sheave is missing somewhere in sheave 

assembly. The shape and construction of the 

individual components of the sheave assembly are 

designed so that no rope clamp can get caught on 

any of the components.



Rollover Protection

Each sheave assembly is equipped with fixed or 

adjustable brackets which limit the movement of the 

sheave assemblies. These brackets are known as 

rollover protections.

In the event of a rope derailment in which the rope is 

not caught by all rope catchers, the load on the 

sheave assembly is uneven. This uneven loading 

can cause the entire sheave assembly or parts of the 

rocker want to turn vertically. As a result, the rope 

would slip out of the rope catcher and fall to the 

ground.

By limiting the rotation by means of a rollover 

protection, the rope remains in the rope catcher and 

the hauling rope is prevented from falling.



Working Platforms

A safe workplace is the prerequisite for reliable and 

thorough work. For this reason, all tower heads are 

equipped with working platforms. These working 

platforms are located parallel to the sheave 

assemblies and across the tower head to allow safe 

work on the sheave assembly and crossing the 

tower heads.

All working platforms have a handrail and knee rail. 

Working platforms parallel to the sheave assemblies 

can be adjusted according to their inclination.



Rope Lifting Jack

Each tower head is equipped with a rope lifting jack 

that has two functions. On the one hand, it is used to 

lift the hauling rope so that the sheaves and the 

sheave assembly can be checked and serviced 

without loading the rope.

On the other hand, a complete sheave assembly can 

be dismantled and lowered to the floor while the 

hauling rope remains attached to the rope lifting jack. 

If the ropeway is equipped with a communication 

cable, this is also anchored to the lifting jack.


